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Abstract

Adhesives are generally used for the assembly of microrobots, whereas bolts, screws, or rivets are used for larger robots. Although adhesives are easy to apply, lightweight, and small, they cannot be used for repeated assembly and disassembly of parts. In this paper, we present a novel microfastener composed of a polyurethane-based shape memory polymer (SMP) that is lightweight and small but that is easily detached for disassembly. This was achieved by using the shape recovery and modulus change of the SMP. A sheet of macromolded SMP was laser machined into an I-beam-shaped rivet, and notches were added to the structure to prevent stress concentration. Pull-off tests showed that, as the notch radius increased, the disengagement strength of the rivet fastener decreased and the reusability increased. Through the elastoplastic model, a single SMP rivet was calculated to have maximum disengagement strength of 150 N cm$^{-2}$ in the elastic range, depending on the notch radius. The fasteners were applied to a jumping microrobot. The legs and body were assembled with ten fasteners, which showed no permanent deformation after impact during jumping movements. The legs were easily replaced with ones of different stiffness by heating the engaged sites to make the fasteners compliant and detachable. The proposed detachable SMP microfasteners are particularly useful for testing the isolated performance of microrobot components to determine the optimal designs for these components.
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1. Introduction

Shape memory polymers (SMPs) are polymeric smart materials that have the ability to return from a deformed state to their original shape when induced by an external stimulus such as temperature change [1]. SMPs have two distinctive properties. First, they are temporarily deformed above the glass transition temperature ($T_g$), and then subsequently cooled, while maintaining the deformation to below $T_g$. They recover their original shape when reheated above $T_g$. Second, the elastic moduli of SMPs decrease by three orders of magnitude when they change from the glassy to the rubbery state.

If the above-mentioned two properties of SMPs could be exploited, they would offer users considerable advantages over other polymers for fasteners. For example, the shape recovery of SMPs could be used to produce blind rivet fasteners that would be remotely activated by external stimulus without the need to apply any mechanical force. In addition, a drastic modulus change of SMPs during transition would enable the manufacture of fasteners requiring low engagement and disengagement forces. Only a few studies, however, have attempted to use SMPs to manufacture releasable fasteners. Cornerstone Research Group Inc. developed shape memory ‘smart’ fasteners [2]. When two sides of the group’s mushroom-shaped SMP fasteners were heated, they became flexible, thus enabling snap-on attachment. Once fastened, they returned to a rigid state, locking the fasteners in place. In another study, it was proposed that SMPs could have a memorized ‘hook’ shape.
and be used as a hook-and-loop fastener to reduce the pull-off force by heating them above $T_g$ [3]. Flanagan et al. proposed a wide range of conceptual applications of SMPs as releasable fasteners that change the geometry of the shaft between the release geometry and the attachment geometry without applying a mechanical force [4].

Studies on SMP-based fasteners indicate that these fasteners perform better on a small scale because SMPs generally have low thermal conductivity. Given the same amount of energy, the smaller the SMP-based fastener, the shorter is the required activation time. Therefore, although it can be manufactured to a variety of sizes, an SMP-based fastener may also be used as an assembly component to engage various small parts.

SMP fasteners could be used in the releasable assembly of parts of a microrobot. Microrobots are usually made with dimensions of the order of 1 cm, and their parts are often made of thin, strong, and lightweight materials such as carbon-fiber-reinforced polymer (CFRP) or glass-fiber-reinforced polymer (GFRP) [5]. They are normally assembled using adhesives, and for simplicity, current manufacturing processes of fiber-reinforced polymer microrobots do not include a releasable assembly process. However, as fabrication technologies are developed further and the mechanisms of microrobots become more complicated, demand will increase for a replacement for cyanoacrylates, magnets, or Scotch tape, which are either nonrepeatable, heavy, or weak. For these reasons, many researchers have attempted to adopt alternative connecting methods in various robots. A releasable drive shaft developed by Wood et al. was a key component of a micro air vehicle to facilitate the interchange of parts and to study isolated performance [6]. Kovač et al. also used brass axes to join the aluminum legs of a 7 g jumping robot [7]. Magnets are favored in particular for reconfigurable modular or origami robots [8, 9]. Fearing et al constructed a polyethylene-based reusable microconnector to ensure reusability, a low-engaged profile, and rapid assembly [10]. The aim of this microconnector is to assemble the components of a microrobot repeatedly, and the connectors are fabricated on the two surfaces to be engaged. The main distinction is that the microconnectors are engaged by interdigitating the ridges on the two surfaces, whereas the SMP rivet fasteners engage two parts by inserting the rivet through a small hole and expanding their arms to hold the parts in place.

In this paper, we propose a novel SMP-based fastener for microrobots. Among many classical methods of mechanically joining two parts together, a rivet design was chosen for the SMP-based fastener because it can produce semipermanent joints between dissimilar materials of a wide variety of shapes and sizes [11]. Moreover, a rivet design does not require any type of adhesive backing that is found in a hook-and-loop design, e.g., Velcro, but requires only small premade holes in the parts. The SMP rivet fastener has three distinctive properties. First, it enables blind riveting because of its material property. Second, it requires no mechanical force or extra tools for the blind riveting. Third, it is easily detachable because it becomes compliant when heated. Unlike conventional blind rivets, the SMP blind rivet can be remotely triggered by heat without applying any mechanical force. This is particularly favorable when users need to assemble several parts simultaneously, namely, self-assembly of modular robots. Finally, the fact that the SMP rivet fastener is detachable in the rubbery state and reusable differentiates it from conventional rivet fasteners because conventional rivets provide users with only irreversible engagement.

This paper investigates the design and modeling of the SMP rivet fastener and studies the relationships between disengagement strength and reusability in various designs. In its fabrication, laser processing enables the manufacture of SMP rivets with dimensions of the order of 1 mm and the adjustment of shapes and dimensions when necessary. SMP rivets specifically designed and fabricated in this manner were applied to the mesoscale flea-inspired robot developed by Cho et al. [12]. The flea robot is composed of a single body part and two leg parts, and the stiffness of the robot legs may affect the robot’s jumping capability. Because the leg parts are assembled using SMP rivet fasteners, they can be easily detached and replaced, preventing deterioration in experimental accuracy due to old leg parts and improving the efficient use of research time and materials. Therefore, the SMP rivet fastener is an attractive assembly component for researchers looking for an optimal robot design or for those dealing with fragile mechanical parts.

2. Design

2.1. Basic design and assembly process

Among the many rivet designs that could be made using 2D fabrication, the I-beam-shaped fastener is one of the most basic. The terminology of a general I-beam is used to describe the I-beam-shaped fastener in figure 1. The flange of the I-beam in figure 1 could work as a foot of a rivet, and the web of the I-beam parallels a shank of a rivet. Figure 2 shows how the engagement process works with this basic I-beam-shaped fastener. This fastener works as a low-profile adhesive; it should also be reusable because it becomes highly compliant and detachable when heated. It can be used to join parts
through the blind-riveting method, by making use of the shape memory effect when these parts are highly inaccessible and difficult to assemble with conventional assembly components such as bolts and nuts.

However, as shown in figure 3(a), on the basis of commercially available simulation software (ANSYS), I-beam-shaped fasteners with straight flanges are expected to have limitations because stress concentration occurs at the middle of the flange and at points where the flange and the web meet during folding. These stress concentration points could cause cracks or hinder the rivet insertion process. To avoid the occurrence of these phenomena, the design of the basic rivet shape must be changed. The modified basic rivet design in figure 3(b) has two notches at two points where the flanges and the web meet and a large notch at the top of the web. The stress is properly distributed around the notches, and the insertion process becomes easier at the expense of a certain amount of reduction in disengagement strength. However, the amount of reduction of stress in the design modification is unpredictable unless there is a model that shows behavior similar to that of the actual SMP rivet and explains the changes in disengagement strength and reusability as the size of the notches changes.

2.2. Model of the disengagement strength

The disengagement strength of the modified SMP rivet fastener was analyzed using conventional elastoplastic beam theory [13]. The structural analysis and modeling of the SMP rivet can be used to guide the design of SMP rivets.

In the analysis, the following assumptions are made: (1) bending occurs only in the shaded region in figure 4(a); (2) the shaded region can only be extended and cannot be compressed, as shown in figure 4(c); (3) there are at most three regions during disengagement—the elastic, plastic, and fracture regions.

The first assumption concerns the bending region. Although other areas of the flange also undergo deformation, the amount of deformation is negligible. The second assumption concerns compression. This assumption arises because the consistent upward force would induce tension in the curved area more dominantly than compression would. The third assumption concerns the stress profile. In the elastic
Depending on the strain, the strain when plastic deformation starts, \( \varepsilon_{\text{plastic}} \), and the strain when fracture starts, \( \varepsilon_{\text{fracture}} \), can be obtained through a tensile test on the SMP specimen.

\[
\sigma = \begin{cases} 
E\varepsilon & (\varepsilon < \varepsilon_{\text{plastic}}) \\
\frac{\sigma_{\text{max}}}{\pi} & (\varepsilon_{\text{plastic}} < \varepsilon < \varepsilon_{\text{fracture}}) \\
0 & (\varepsilon_{\text{fracture}} < \varepsilon) 
\end{cases}
\]  

(2)

From the above stress profile, the rivets are expected to remain in the elastic region before \( \varepsilon_{\text{plastic}} \), and they must stay in this region when actually applied to a microrobot. After they pass the elastic region, they pass through the plastic region, where their flanges have permanent deformation but the engaged parts remain held together. After this process, some of the rivets will be in the fracture region, and the others will remain in the plastic region until disengagement, depending on the notch radius. Because the notch radius determines the final strain of the rivet at disengagement, there must be a ‘critical notch radius’ that determines whether the rivets will have a fracture region.

The starting points of each region, \( y_p \) and \( y_f \), can also be calculated from equation (1) as follows:

\[
y_p = \frac{R_o}{1 + \varepsilon_p \frac{\pi}{2}} \quad \text{(when } y_p \geq R_i) \]  

(3)

\[
y_f = \frac{R_o}{1 + \varepsilon_f \frac{\pi}{2}} \quad \text{(when } y_f \geq R_i). \]  

(4)

The moment \( M \) caused by the internal stress at the cross section is calculated by integrating the stress in each region in equation (2) as follows:

\[
M = \int_{R_i}^{R_o} \sigma(R_o - y) t \, dy = \int_{y_p}^{R_o} E\varepsilon(R_o - y) t \, dy \\
+ \int_{y_f}^{y_p} \sigma_{\text{max}}(R_o - y) t \, dy + \int_{R_i}^{y_f} 0 \cdot (R_o - y)t \, dy \\
= \frac{2\alpha E\pi}{\pi} \left\{ R_o^2 \ln \frac{R_o}{y_p} - 2R_o(R_o - y_p) + \frac{1}{2}(R_o^2 - y_p^2) \right\} \\
+ \sigma_{\text{max}} \left\{ R_o(y_p - y_f) - \frac{1}{2}(y_p^2 - y_f^2) \right\}. \]  

(5)

The moment caused by the applied force is calculated through geometrical analysis of the rivet, as shown in figure 5. In this analysis, it is assumed that the force is always applied at the lowest point of the flanges, point B in figure 5(a), and the average deformation is assumed to be the same as that of the midline of the flange, on which point A lies, as shown in figure 5(a). The outer radius of the deformed notch, \( r \), can be obtained from equation (6), which is derived from figure 5(b). The moment arm from the middle point of the flange to the force-applied point B is calculated using equation (7), and the applied moment is calculated using equation (8).

\[
r = \frac{\pi R_o}{\pi - \alpha} \]  

(6)

\[
d = \left( r - \frac{R_o - R_i}{2} \right) \left\{ \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{4} - \frac{\alpha}{2} \right) - \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \alpha \right) \right\} \]  

(7)

\[
\text{(8)}
\]
Figure 6. Schematic process flow for disengagement of two parts. (a) Two parts are engaged by the modified SMP rivet fastener, and a gap exists between the web and the lateral sides of the hole. (b) Angular deformation reaches 45° due to external force. (c) When the angular deformation reaches 83.2°, the rivet flanges can no longer withstand external forces and let the upper part fall out.

However, when the notch is larger than the critical size, failure does not occur even when the rivet is fully folded. In this case, the rivet withstands the maximum disengagement force when the angular deformation of flanges is sufficiently large to let the upper part fall out of the rivet. One noticeable fact is that the deformation angle is less than 90° because there should be a gap between the rivet web and the lateral sides of the hole in connected parts. This gap allows us to examine the individual performance of the rivet itself and avoid overestimation due to the friction between the rivet web and the lateral sides of the hole.

The final deformation angle can be geometrically analyzed from figure 6. It reveals that the connected part is detached when twice the projection length of the deformed flange, $2 \times l_h$, is equal to the width of the hole of the connected part, and the final angular deformation is calculated to be 83.2°. The projection length of the deformed flange, $l_h$, is obtained from the following equation, which is derived from figures 5(b) and 6.

$$l_h = r \left\{ 1 - \cos \left( \frac{\pi}{2} - \alpha \right) \right\} + l_w \cos \alpha + t_f \sin \alpha.$$  (10)

3. Fabrication

3.1. Raw materials

The materials used in this study included pellet type MM-5520 SMP from SMP Technologies Inc. (glass transition temperature 55 °C, as provided by the manufacturer). Although the provided instructions recommend injection molding to produce a sample [15], another fabrication method was chosen in this study because of the difficulties in demolding small products. As indicated in figure 7, macromolding and subsequent laser machining were considered to be superior to microinjection molding because, when using micromolding, microstructures can be seriously damaged during demolding, and the mold design must be modified every time the design requires modification [16]. For these reasons, macromolding and laser machining were used instead of injection molding for making microscale SMP rivets.
3.2. Macromolding process

To create an SMP plate that can be easily laser machined, a heat press machine and a rectangular mold were used. First, 30 g of pellets was poured into a steel mold with inner dimensions of 150 mm × 150 mm × 1 mm. A prelaid release film (WL5200B-P3-001-60′′, provided by JetKorea Co., Ltd) must be present on the bottom of the mold to eliminate sticking problems during demolding. Because there are a large number of air bubbles inside the raw pellets, direct molding at the recommended temperature (at 205 °C) [17] would produce serious defects. Therefore, the pellets were heated in a mold inside the heat press machine as a preliminary process at a temperature above its melting point (at 250 °C) for approximately 10 min. When the pellets had become completely molten, another sheet of release film was laid upon the pellets. Finally, the mold lid was located, and then the recommended temperature (205 °C) and pressure (20 MPa) were applied with the heat press machine. In the macromolding process, an SMP plate of 800 µm thickness was fabricated.

3.3. Laser machining process

A Nd:YVO\textsubscript{4} laser system (Aptowave, USA; wavelength 355 nm, pulse duration 30 ns, repetition rate 100 kHz) was used to perform a cutting process on the 800 µm-thick SMP plate. Laser machining with 2.6 W of power, a scanner speed of 120 mm s\textsuperscript{-1}, and 180 repetitions enabled the generation of a fine cutting surface without damaging the polymer. If the plate is laser-processed 180 times without interruption, the affected area will become molten, and it will be difficult to obtain an intact desired shape [18, 19]. To allow each laser-processed shape sufficient time to cool, 50 identical shapes were marked successively, and each shape was processed only twice at any one time. This cycle was performed 90 times. The time required for one cycle was 14.5 s, and the estimated overall time was 21 min 45 s. Therefore, the required time for one rivet was approximately 26.1 s.

Figure 8(a) shows the laser-machined I-beam rivet. It can be seen that stress concentration actually occurred at three points when folded. Figure 8(c) shows the modified I-beam rivet. It can be seen that the stresses were successfully distributed by adding three notches at target points. To compare the results of the SMP beam-bending model with the behavior of the SMP rivet, detailed dimensions were designed, as shown in figure 9, and nine types of samples with differing design parameters were fabricated, as shown in figure 10.

4. Experiment

A uniaxial tensile test was carried out with a universal test machine (Instron 5940) on a laser-cut dog-bone specimen to determine the mechanical properties of the SMP rivet fastener. With the assumption that the working temperature of the rivets is room temperature (25 °C), the uniaxial tensile tests and pull-off tests were performed at this temperature. The thermomechanical properties of a thin film of polyurethane
SMPs have been examined by earlier studies [20, 21]. Therefore, the change in mechanical properties of SMP rivets could be estimated by using the experimental results in these studies. In section 4.1, only the uniaxial tensile tests on dog-bone-shaped SMP specimens were conducted under the apprehension that the properties might be different from those provided by manufacturers due to the new fabrication method. The elastic modulus and tensile yield strength obtained in this experiment were used for ANSYS simulation and for the beam-bending model described in section 2. After the mechanical properties of SMP were identified, the disengagement strength of the laser-machined SMP rivet fasteners was tested using the same machine.

4.1. Basic material property measurement test

Dog-bone-shaped test samples were fabricated through the same process as for the SMP rivet fasteners—macromolding and laser machining—to ensure a consistent material property. As indicated by the red line in figure 11, the specimens without any treatment after laser machining—the untrained specimens—were brittle and subject to precracking at room temperature, which may occur in rivet structures too. This phenomenon may have resulted from residual stress in the SMP plate during macromolding, as specified in earlier studies [22]. To remove the internal stress, the specimens were immersed in hot water (70°C) for a few seconds and dried. Because the immersion time was only a few seconds, the effect of moisture on the thermomechanical properties was negligible [23]. After training, the specimens showed relatively consistent and repeatable results at room temperature. The measured elastic modulus and tensile yield strength were 0.56 GPa and 46 MPa, respectively. As shown in figure 12, to simplify the modeling, the original elastic modulus of 0.56 GPa was used until 6.5% strain, and it was assumed that the stress remained 35 MPa until failure (200% strain) at 25°C.

4.2. Disengagement strength measurement test

Figure 13 shows the experimental setup used to measure the disengagement strength of the SMP rivet fastener. Two CFRP sheets of thickness 350 μm were fabricated for engagement by SMP rivet fasteners. Two small holes were made at both ends of the upper CFRP part, through which two nylon-coated stainless-steel wires (0.012″) were inserted and gripped by upper pneumatic grips. On the lower CFRP part were two large holes for the bolts to fix the lower CFRP part on the bottom polycarbonate support, which was gripped by lower pneumatic grips.

The modified I-beam type was tested for disengagement strength and reusability at room temperature. Three copies of each of the nine samples were tested four times. The flanges of the SMP rivet fasteners were folded with tweezers at room temperature and were activated with hot water (80°C) after insertion. The results shown in figure 14 indicate how the disengagement strength changed as the size of the notch and the trial number increased. The disengagement strength

---

**Figure 10.** Nine laser-machined samples with differing notch radii. All other dimensions of these samples are the same as those in figure 9.

**Figure 11.** Stress–strain curve of the untrained and trained SMP specimen at room temperature.

**Figure 12.** Stress–strain curve of the sample at room temperature and assumed stress–strain curve for modeling.
Figure 13. Pull-off test setup to measure the disengagement strength of the SMP rivet fastener.

Figure 14. Measurement results of the initial disengagement strength of nine samples, and the maximum disengagement strength predicted by the model.

was obtained by dividing the detachment force by the area covered by the SMP rivet fastener (0.0256 cm²). As expected, a direct correlation was found between notch radius and disengagement strength. In the first two samples, either there were no notches or the notches were so small that cracks were caused by stress concentration during the folding process, and thus the values of these two samples could be neglected. Except for these two samples, the disengagement strength was inversely proportional to the size of the notch.

For easy comparison of the actual values and those predicted by the beam-bending model, the initial disengagement strengths were plotted along with the values predicted by the model, as shown in figure 14. The first two points from experiments show great differences from the beam-bending model, since the disengagement strengths estimated by the model diverge when the notch size becomes smaller than 0.05 mm. The divergence is derived from the fact that the denominator, the moment arm from the middle point of the flange to the force-applied point, in equation (9) goes to zero as the notch size becomes smaller. In reality, there were premature cracking and unexpected deformations in structure. Therefore, the beam-bending model used in this study has limits—the minimum notch size of 0.05 mm. The maximum force is calculated, as stated in section 2, either when the flanges undergo failure or when their angular deformation reaches 83.23°, which is calculated with equation (10). As shown in figure 14, the disengagement strengths obtained from the experiment and those from the model were of the same order of magnitude, and the decreasing trend of disengagement strength with increasing notch radius was predicted well by the model.

Although the performance of each rivet design was estimated on the basis of the pull-off tests, the rivets must remain in the elastic region when they are actually applied to a microrobot. It is difficult to measure the final point of an elastic region through a tensile test because the boundaries of each region can be ambiguous during disengagement. However, the feasibility of the elastoplastic model has been confirmed above, thus enabling designers to use the model to estimate how much external force each rivet design can endure without permanent deformation in its structure. These values are plotted against the notch radius in figure 15. The blue-shaded region of the figure denotes the elastic region, which indicates the range of endurable external force according to notch radius. It is noticeable that rivets with small notches do not always offer the widest elastic region, because of premature cracking from stress concentration. As explained in section 2, a fracture region occurs when the notch radius is smaller than the critical value, whereas the other rivets are disengaged prior to fracture occurrence.

The reusability of rivets can be estimated from the trend line of each graph in figure 16(a). The trend lines were obtained using a least-squares approximation that minimizes the error between the four points and the least-squares line. The absolute values of the slopes of these trend lines are plotted against the notch radius in figure 16(b). The reusability of a rivet can be easily estimated from these values in the graphs. For example, if one rivet is tested that has a slope value of 0.2, we know that this rivet will lose its disengagement strength by approximately 20% in the next trial. Therefore, from the graph shown in figure 16(b), it is clear that the last four samples are highly repeatable because the slope of each graph decreases and reaches almost zero as the notch radius
increases. Despite the high reusability of the SMP rivet with large notches, its low maximum disengagement strength may limit actual application to a microrobot.

5. Variations of the rivet shape

The modified I-beam type is easy to model and offers low-profile engagement, as shown in figure 17; however, it is neither the most efficient shape nor the easiest form to handle. In more practical terms, the disengagement strength could be enhanced by modifying the web thickness or the flange angle of the rivets. The web thickness can be increased beyond the hole thickness so that the web can be deformed to be thinner than the hole before insertion and snugly fit into the hole after heating. The flanges can be angled downward so that the flanges can apply more pressure on the part. Besides, because the properties of an SMP rivet may vary depending on its specific design, it is worth attempting rivet shapes that are completely different from the basic I-beam type. On the basis of the results of many trials, we propose two more types—anchor type and arrow type—as shown in figures 18(b) and (c). Two variations of design were devised by considering variations of disengagement force, reusability, and ease of insertion. The second anchor-shaped fastener maximizes the effect of stress distribution and reusability by changing the flat flanges to curved ones, which facilitate easy insertion by giving it the appearance of a spearhead when fully folded. The other type was inspired by conventional plastic rivet, or ‘snap-fit’, fasteners. It uses a hook- or catch-like geometry that deflects when beginning to be inserted into a hole and recovers its shape when heated.

The I-beam-shaped fastener in figure 19(a) showed the weakest average disengagement strength. This was most likely due to plastic deformation during folding before insertion. Despite stress distribution, this fastener type lost 28% of its initial strength after four cycles. The disengagement strength can easily be enhanced by increasing the flange thickness or fine-tuning the size of the notches. These results indicate that the I-beam design rivets are favorable for places where low-profile assembly is needed with relatively weak disengagement strength.

The anchor-shaped fastener in figure 19(b) showed relatively high disengagement strength, good reusability, and easy insertion. This type lost only 16% of its initial strength after four cycles. Its design distributes stress effectively, and plastic deformation barely occurs during manual folding. This means that the rivet can be removed simply by pulling two
CFRP parts apart by hand and that it can be used with guaranteed strength. Its particular design, however, means that low-profile engagement would be difficult.

The arrow-shaped fastener in figure 19(c) showed the highest average initial disengagement strength, because of its special design. The flanges of this type underwent plastic deformation after disengagement and lost 34% of their initial strength. Failure occurred after two cycles with the flanges. This type may be useful for strong and semipermanent assembly.

In some cases, a single SMP rivet fastener alone may not meet the required engagement condition, or the two joined parts could rotate along the web when the hole is larger than the thickness of the web. To diversify and improve the proposed designs, some other types of rivets were made via laser machining. As shown in figures 20(a)–(d), many rivets can be monolithically connected in series, in parallel, in both series and parallel, and so on, depending on the application. Through these multiple rivets, users can control the disengagement strength and prevent undesired rotation of parts. The fold lines of these pop-up rivets are laser-cut only halfway through, and the rivets can be erected along the fold lines manually.

6. Discussion

6.1. Application

The anchor-shaped SMP fasteners were chosen for actual application because of their medium engagement strength and good reusability. As shown in figure 21, ten rivets were used to connect two legs with the body of the flea robot [24]. The 1.1 g, 2 cm-long flea robot’s jumping motion is triggered by a shape memory alloy coil spring actuator, and its body can be made from a laser-machined single sheet of GFRP. Its leg stiffness, which may be a decisive factor in its jumping capability, can be adjusted by the number of stacked GFRPs. The legs of the initial version of the flea robot were attached to the body using irreversible cyanoacrylate, and the need arose for a new assembly method that using a releasable, reusable, robust connector. This need has become the major catalyst in the development of SMP rivet fasteners. SMP rivet fasteners not only facilitate the interchange process but could also enhance the reliability of the experiment because we were able to use the same body with the same actuators and weight distribution.
Finally, because the SMP-based rivets recover their original shapes when heated, they can be used as blind rivets for joining two or more parts that would otherwise be impossible to join. Moreover, the weight of ten rivets is only 0.03 g, which is even lighter than cyanoacrylate (0.05 g). The rivets highlighted in the circles shown in figure 21(a) are blind rivet points. After the jumping experiments were conducted, it became clear that these rivets do not hinder the movement and endure approximately 1–2 N of disengagement force acting between the legs and the body during jumping.

6.2. Limitations

Although it shows good performance as a fastener, the SMP rivet has some limitations. It has low thermal resistance. If a microrobot using SMP rivet fasteners works in a hot environment in which the temperature rises above the glass transition temperature of the polymer, the rivet will malfunction suddenly because of the reduced Young’s modulus. Moreover, users must fold the flanges beforehand, which could require cumbersome procedures if the flange width becomes too small or if too many rivets are required.

In this study, thermoplastic polyurethane SMP was used due to its good moldability, manufacturability and high shape deformation range [25]. However, thermoplastic SMPs generally have poor repeatability, are subjected to viscoelastic and viscoplastic deformations [26], and can be sensitive to moisture [23]. If the rivets can be made by other manufacturing methods [16] and machining techniques [27, 28], thermoset SMPs with better strain recovery ratios, faster strain recovery and larger shape recovery stress [29] are recommended.

Another limitation is that the single SMP rivet connects only a certain point of two parts. Comparatively, other assembly methods such as cyanoacrylate, magnets, or microconnectors [15] connect a certain area of two parts. These fasteners are able to distribute the external force over the connected area, whereas in the case of the SMP rivet fastener, the external force is concentrated on the connected point. However, this limitation may be overcome when the SMP rivets are monolithically connected in series or in parallel, as described in section 5.

7. Conclusion

We have developed a novel I-beam-shaped fastener using an SMP. The SMP fastener allows remotely triggered blind riveting, which is particularly useful in assembling microscale components. When subjected to heat, SMP fasteners become sufficiently compliant to be detached by gently moving the parts away from each other. The maximum disengagement strength and the reusability depend on the radius of the notch under the flange of the I-beam. The I-beam-shaped fasteners are designed to prevent stress concentration. The SMP rivet fastener with the smallest notch radius among samples (0.05 mm) was found to have the highest disengagement strength (150 N cm⁻²), whereas the one with the largest
notch radius among samples (0.33 mm) showed the highest reusability, maintaining 77% of its initial disengagement strength after being reused four times. Clearly, the notch radius should be chosen to meet the disengagement strength and reusability requirements. SMP rivets have a small size, and they can be easily manufactured to various shapes; these features make them especially suitable to function as fasteners. The use of SMP rivet fasteners in microrobots allows the microrobot components to be replaced, enabling researchers to determine the optimal design and parameters, such as stiffness for the components. Furthermore, when a microrobot component malfunctions, instead of discarding the microrobot itself, it can be repaired simply by replacing the broken part. This replaceable design, which allows systematic assembly and disassembly, could change the way microrobots are built and used.
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